HOW TO CREATE A MASTER LIST
A Master List is, quite simply, a list of everything you need to
do in the foreseeable future. In addition to all of your
projects and To-Do’s, it includes recurring tasks, as well as
tasks that tend to fall off the radar, like cleaning the gutters,
or finishing the photo album from three years ago. It may
sound stressful to see everything you need to do in one place,
but in reality, it saves you from thinking about them all the
time. This way, your daily To Do List can contain only today’s
tasks.

WHY IS IT IMPORTANT?

Our minds and memories are already overworked. When we
try to hold too much in our heads, we live with the constant
fear that something important will fall through the cracks. It
drains our mental energy, making it harder to think clearly.

A MASTER LIST:
Saves time versus copying unfinished tasks from today's
list to tomorrow's (or scrambling at the last minute)
Reduces stress, because we're not looking at the same
tasks, day after day, knowing we can't get to them
Gives us confidence that we will remember to do
everything truly important
Helps us plan by keeping everything in the radar so we
don't forget important deadlines
Helps us remember mundane tasks like finding a new
dentist or changing the furnace filter
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The Download

Surprise! We don't start with a list. I love a good list, but here's the problem:
Although our brains love organized input, they don’t necessarily give us organized output. At least
not on the first try. We don’t automatically think in a nice, linear, organized fashion.
The purpose of this technique to take the chaos in your brain and translate it onto paper. We remove
the constraints that keep your thoughts from flowing freely. The goal is to stay in a state of flow, and
let every thought, task, idea, need, question, worry, dream, and desire come so you can write them
down.
Once it's all on paper, you can transform it into a Master List from which you can routinely create an
organized plan.
The Download includes three steps:
1.) Write your name at the center of the next page in big, bold letters, and circle it. This is simply to
keep you focused. This is about YOU and your path forward.
2.) Decide on a few categories to get started with. You can add more as needed. These will make it
easier to set up your Master List in a little while. Circle your categories to make them easier to spot.
Sample Categories:
Projects
Daily/Weekly/Monthly Tasks
Family
Team
Personal Care & Health
Faith
Relationships
Learning & Growth
Finances
Play & recreation
Home maintenance/projects
3.) Write everything down that might
belong on your Master List. You can fly
around the paper to put each item in the
right category. (But don't get too obsessed,
you can always change them later!)
Things to do
Questions to ask
Ideas
Random Thoughts
Things Bothering You
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The Master List

Before we continue, let's talk about the name Master List. In some ways, it's a misnomer. This list
is, of course, NOT your master. It serves you, by remembering everything for you. Think of it as a
Master Key. You can use it to open any door.
1.) Choose where to keep your list. Anywhere easy for you to access will work, and simple tools
can be powerful and effective. Think about whether you prefer a digital or paper version (or a
digital version that can be printed). A document on your computer, an app, a planner, or even a
notebook will work.
2.) Using the categories from your Download, begin to move each task, question, and idea to your
Master List.
Treat questions like tasks. When it's time to work on them, begin with a Google search. Tug at
those threads, and update your Master List as your next steps become clear.
Ideas can either go in their own category, or you can notate them as ideas for consideration.
Thoughts and concerns can be added as details under the related task.
This can be as detailed or as high-level as you want it to be. Don't worry too much about making
this perfect. You can continue to adjust it as you go.
3.) Review your Master List at least once per week. Set a calendar reminder for yourself, rather
than relying on your frazzled memory. Each week, remove items that have been completed (or
cross them off so you feel accomplished!) and add new items that have come up.
4.) Continue to adjust your format and routine to better serve you.
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WANT TO LEARN MORE?
Introducing the Beyond Intentions
workbook.
Get Out of Your Head.
Keep Track of Everything.
Turn Intentions Into Actions.
This step-by-step guide will help you:
Create a high-quality plan based on
your goals, intentions, and priorities
Align your actions to your plan
Build consistency
Work smart and rest well
Available in both digital and printed
formats.
Find out more and order your copy at
beccarusinko.com/beyond-intentions/

ABOUT BECCA
Becca Rusinko is a life & business coach. She is passionate about helping
people gain the clarity and focus they need to create a high-quality plan
and see it through.
She holds a Bachelor of Science in Business Administration and has ten
years of leadership and management experience in finance.
She loves meaningful conversations, deep dives, and coffee all day. She
lives in Syracuse, NY with her amazing husband and two adorable rescue
dogs.
You can find Becca at https://BeccaRusinko.com/ or on Instagram at
https://www.instagram.com/BeccaRusinko/.
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